Disturbances observed in the Vicinity of Okhotgk Sea Anticyclone
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Abstract :
In this paper the author preg.ents his idea that the Okhotsk Sea Anticyclone must be

a high type one with anticyclonic circulation even in the highest altitude of troposphere, .
and that the cold air mass in the wet season of Japan will come from the North Pole

, region passing in the western portion of the well-developed cold trough over the /
Aleutians. Some interesting disturbances such as blocking of westerly trough, foehn
in free atmosphere, cold cyclone in the cold trough over the Aleutians a're introduced
here, in order to reveal the upper-air condition over the northern area.

INTRODUCTION.
On the 21 June 1949, Torphoon DeZla attaclÅqed Kyushu causing a destruction of many houses

and ships. The author has been studying the structure and movement of this typhoon to reveal
the sneaZler aisturbances caused by her passage.. Since then, some of the interesting phenomena

are becoming clear, but for the further progress of such study, a.careful analysis of the
interaction between warm and cold air has become indispensable.
For the first step, the str.ucture of the Okhot-sk Sea AnticycZone, by which the cold air absorbed ,

in Typhgon Della• was supplied, has been analysed. And as it goes on, the conventional idea'

• that this anticyclone is a low '

type anticyclone with a sha!low cold air in its bottom

and a cyclonic circulation at its higher level; became somewhat doubtfu1. Now, the
4uthor wishes to report some phenomena observed in the vicinity of this anticyclone to prove
this fact.

'

DISTRIBUTION OF TEMPERATURE AT 800 MB. LEVEL.
To discuss the representative tempeTature of an air mass, the surface temperature, which is
affected too much by the underlying land and sea surface, is not'

available; then the, tempetiature

at 800 mb. Ievel which is; in many cases, higher than'the height of the top of the tqrbulent
inversion is convenient to use. Then the reporting stations locating approximattely along the
550N latitude were selected and the.distribution curve of temperature along this latitude is shown

There were two regions with low temperature oveT the Aleutians and over the vicinity of
Krasnojarsk, respectively, and they stayed there, for a comparatively long time. Especially, the

one over the Aleutians moved slowly from east to west suggesting the perfect decay of westerly
zvina along this latitude. The high temperatures denoted by a, b, c, and d are surely propagating

eastwards but these will be explained in the discussion of foehn in free atnzosphere. 'After the
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examination of temperature for the higher Ievels such as 700, 500 mb., the'similar distribution

g RgR:. g.".kg s:. Ry sg O;teMPeratUre became clear. This fact also suggests that the ,
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it will not disappear even at a very high altitude.

The most interesting map showing the mean condition of

'Z Okhotsk Sea AnticycZone during the period' from 12 to 30 of

a In the figure the contour lines represent the mean topography
o of 700 mb. Ievel during this period, and relative topography
a, is also contoured for every 20 m. by the broken lines.
O Conventionally, we used to consider that the cold air covere

, ing the northern part of the so-called ""rainor season fiont",

o

v came from the vicinity of Chishima Islands, and that the
source of the cold air mass must have been the Okhotsk Stra

Fi giiieSmhpOellla?ugrtehealiSkr6boUtrObl Anticyclone• But the reiative topography in Fig.2 reveais that
o'

level,' along latitude ssoN. the COId air WaS reaching as far as the north-pole areq where

(from12to 23 June, 1949.) the coldest air mass over the earth is Iocated throughout the
year. The deep trough over. the Aleutians was a kind of cold
trough with barotropic stratification, especially
in its higher altitude, and it will reach the tropo-
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of such a type of trough that no remarkable
difference in temperature between the outbreak-

ing and returning air is observed, which makes
it. possible to maintain its vertical axis.

Therefore the cold air associated with the

rainy season will reach our country passing

in the western part of the cold trough
'

which is/ sometimes invisible on the surface
'
map' and' the low temperature
of the sea
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Change of temperature of cold air mass started
in the Arctic Ocean on 18th is described in Fig. 3. At first, the
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the underlying sea surface and they are accumulated inside the
gt-eMeea'C
' under the turbulent inversion. Such an inversion
Fig. 3.eOw8 'i;iii'lenSg"'b? 6'4f2a7 shallow layer
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polar air. which is sometimes followed withathick fog is'seen in the ascents
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arrival of cold air conserving its original property• (from 12 to 30 June, 1949.)
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made at Shemya Island apd on two weather ships statibned east of Japan. As th.e polar air
advances westwards, its temperature increased rapidly as shown in the hscents made at the
stations Misawa and Itazuke. But the too rapid rise in temperature at the higher altitude will '
be considered to be caused not by the heating of polar air but by.the transportation of warmer

air of subtropical origin with high vapour contents. ,
High relative topography or high temperature over Jakutsk area will be caused hy the heat
given by the warm continental surface, but the warming will also be helped by the topographical
foehn created by the mountain range along the coast of Okhotsk Sea when it blocks out the cold

'
air over the cold sea surface. This high temperature
region spread eastwards, and it interrupted
the transportation of polar air along the cold trough.

For the forecast Qf the rainy season in Japan, the condition of the high type trough

./

, over the Aleutians must be taken into consideration. And the dissipation of the rainy
season will be forecasted by the careful examination of the warm air over Jakutsk.

'
BLOCKING OF WESTERLY
TROUGH -BY OKHOTSK SEA ANTICYCLONE.
It is a well-known fact that a westerly trough is frequently blocked out by a warm type
anticyclone covering the area where the trough might advance. The author wishes to introduce

. such a phenomenon caused by the Okhotsk Sea Anticyclone.
A moving trough is well represented by the regularly arranged
Sveerdlowsk
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barggraphs at many weather stations existing in the area where the
trough is expected to pass. Such arrangement ofbarograph.s is shown
in Fig. 4. to reveal the movement of the trough started from Swerd-

lsch,'ta

olovsk.on June 19, 1949. This trough advanced eastwards passing
over Novo-sibirsk and Krasnojarsk, qnd after that its easterly movement

became slower. This implies a bZocki•ug phenomenon caused by a warm
' But, of course, we had never
type anticyclone over eastern area.
expected to find such a high Okhotsk Sed AnticycZone which might be
able to show a blocking phemomenon.

Fig.4. Barographshowing B the time when the trbuh asses over Irkutsk, a. Iow pressure
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Tschita area. Therefore, fortunately, this depression made it possible for us to trace the
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' vexoc,ty '8"b is shown in Fig. 5 in which the
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'
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'
became quite clear that the trough
has' been blocked out by the 0khotsk Sea Antieyclone.
To obtain the 'acceleration given by the anticyclone, a hodograph is shown in Fig. 6. In

the figure, the acceleration of the depression center is to be represented by the vectors
' connecting the points of successive arrQws. As a result, it will be seen that the depression was
given a blocking force fi'om south-eastern direction at first, which continued to act until 22nd

when its direction of movement has changed towards the due north. IIaving been given such
blocking forces, the depression entered the area of strong cyclonic circulation around the north

.
pole and it was accelerated eastwards steered
by the strong westerly wind. •

FOEHN IN FREE ATMOSPHERE. .

As has already been mentioned in the above discussion, the depr`ession has started to form
in the trough when it was passing over the western area of the lake Baikal, and its development

is clearly understood by the distribution chart for the minimum pressure in Fig. 5. Then

why was the depression formed and did it develop ? '

iauo mb. 7ea mb. As a basis for the discussion about this
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(from 18th to 21st June 1949) higher atmosphere. Two Fig• 8• Sink of the

• • . imaginary ascents before height ofapres-

and after tfi'e warming are shown by A and B in Fig.s respectively. The ?UreleVelbY Warm' ,

sink of the sutface havingapressure Pis proportional to the hatched ing' .
'
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area in the figure, so long a3 the height of the point H remains constant. Therefore at the
•bottom of the warmed atmosphere, which we might call the warmea air mass, a Iow pressure
area will develop. Of course the sink of an arbitrary pressure Ievel will become shallowÅër as

the level increases. Therefore the development of the depression must have beeri caused by

'
'
'I"o revea! the origin of the w'arming, the ascents iinade at Tschita and Irkutsk shown in

such warming.

Tschiia
M coid'

i,e, sua Fig•9 are very important. In these figures, hatched
air .e,i.d GV K areas represent the bounda'ry laYers between warm
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It is difficult to consider a'transportation of new
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Fig• 9. Ascents made at Tschita and Or SOUth"West sliding downwards over the sur.

Irkutsk weather stations. face of the cold air mass. Suchadescending
current will be created on a large gcale when

the cold air mass is brought far into the area covered by the Okhotsk Sea Anticyclone
with 'strong circulation, and the southerly wind is blocked out by the invading air.
This type of warming should be cong.idered to be created by a foehn infree atmosphere which
'
might sometimes
surpass the so-called topographical foehn. The top of the foehn reaches very .
high altitude, especially when it is caused by a high cold air mass. In many cases, it• teaches
the altl'tude two or three times higher than that of the underlying cold air mass. If the reported

humidities are available, the thermo-dynamical structure of the foehn becomes clear, but the

observed humidities in this area were not so accurate as to enable us to take them into
'
'
'
calculation.
' most interesting phenomenon that will be seen associated with the above-mentionedfoehn
.. The
is the possibility of the foehn in the coZa air mass itself. Should the direction and the speed of

the wind in cold air mass be just the same at any place, the cold dome would advance without

changing its shape and stratificqtion. But in upper layer, as we know, the wind is blowing
with more westerly component than that of the lower layer,' because so-called thermaZ wind is
superimposed. Thus a zvanning due to the change of the straa[ICication wiZl occar even in colel air

L

, This type of foehn ina we-developed polar air sometimeg bringsaremarkable
sinking of tropopauge. 7Ibe bZue sdy and Jfi;ne weather in the eastern area of travelling anticycZone in Autunzn wL'IZ be expZainea in this way.

The boundary of the foehn on the ground is shown in Fig. Ie, in which the isotherms for '•
the surface temperatures are contoured. In the same way, the condition in the 700 mb..Iayer

' In these figures we might be surprised to see the difference .of
is drawm in Fig. 11.

the location of the cyclonic centdr, but this should be considered to be caused by the
'
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L
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superposition Qf reZative topographor between 1000 mb. and 700 mb. Jn Fig. 12, the relative .
topQgraphor is obtained graphically, connecting the points of

intersection of two groups of 'contour lines. As the relative
topographor is proportional to the mean virtual temprature,

.P.+--:'

the condition of the warrnea air mass is well understood.
' possible to ealculate the vertical velocity using
Now it is
the following Panofsky's equation.
(7 ---- 7d)
(w•--wp)aT
=
s

Putting the practical values obtained by the radiosonde
ft u...,#/.,,)/i,,/,l)ei,..,,,

and pilot balloon observations, we get the descending velocity

of about 70 cmlsec .and ascending velocity of 20 cmlsec, '
co pa4 ` 29'4'O'

•and these are shown in Fig. 13.
29gBo3"o"2e

After the development of the low pressure area, the cold

air was given a centripetal force to change its south-

H

eas,tward movement towards the east and then north-east,

finally north. . '

EIG. 11.

.. Here we must remember that the development of the
:/',,",. ••., i,/f - / dePresgion, the warming by foehn, and the change of
i,l'/'
' the direction of the moving depression are closely
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FIG; 12.

• Fig. Io, 11, 12. charts at ].2h I" the e"d of June, 1949, an American weather ship

June l9, lg4g. StatiOned SOuth-east of Kamtschatka reported a marked
cooling in the upper atmosphere. The reported soundings
are shown in Fig. 14. It will be seen, in the figure, that
Km

, the cooling reached the tQp of the troposphere. This
3 phenomenon implies that the axis of the cold trough

i had arrived over the ship, and the structure of the cold
F{tgg.i:i.2,i".E,g/i.il'i'ated2Sioeh"nover'I.rO,".gh.fb,e,C.a•,M..e,q,",.rt.ed.C.idearp'.,,[57.e,ai"6th,O,,r.C.adiC"IhaZeydl.h,e.aii!i."

shown in Fig. 14.
' air wind, as has already been pointed out by many researchers, the
To examine the upper
'
analysis of the altitude of a pressure
Ievel is, in many cases, more convenient than that of the
pressure at a constant altitude. Because the acceleration of an air particle given by the

1•

pressure gradient, p grad P depends rpuch upon the value of p, the density of the air which
decreases rapidly with, the altitude. But putting the following equation

'

t tt

gradP= pg grad ll . ' '' ,

into the formula of acceleration, we obtain . i
1

• - acceleration = p grad P = g grad H.
So long as we neglect the effect of curved path and the frictional term that will be very small

at a higher altitude, the gradient wind will be given as follows. •

- ggrad ff == 2o)v sinq
V ==gF2.sinq gradH
Here the gravitational force will be regarded to be almost constant, therefore the velocitY of
the gradient zvincl will not depend upon the altitude. Thus the contour charts shown in Fig.15
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will be analysed, as if they were surface ,' . ,

charts. Fig• 15• Showing the contour lines at

On 1000 mb• chart, it will be seen that tJhueneSta2n4g"Idg4PgleSSUre levels• At 12h
the area, where we see a well-developed cyclone at the higher' altitude, was covered with a HIGH stretched from the north-west. Two
tLOWs have already started to form at 700 mb. Ievel; of course, these are caused by the rapid
decrease of atmospheric pressure with altitude inside the cold air. One LOW slightly to the
east of the ship would be a LOW originated in the cold trough; and another would be the

trace of Tptphoon DelZa which entered this area passing over Hokkaido Island. On 500 mb.
chart, the LOWs approached each other and they became somewhat deeper. T,he deepening of

' the cold cyclone continued further with the altitude. And,at 300 mb. Ievel the central
' 8840 dynamic meters which was about 500 m. deeper than its
altitude of the LOW became
' the two centers got together at this level. If we imagine such a low
surrounding areas. And
'

N

'
'
pressure in surface weather
chart, it would become about
950 mb., the central pressure of a

' well-developed typhoon.
It is veryrinteresting to consider the compensation of pressure inside the tToposphere. The

developed cyclone at the higher troposphere was not only bompensated, but also redeve-'
' on sea level. Ancl this Fhenomenon coinsicles with the conventiondl
'
loped into an anticyclone
i(lea that a weZZ-developea cola cycZone exL'sts qver the south-,western sector of an occltbcled cycZone.

The cold cyclone in 200 mb. Ievel was located, in this case,'in the lower portion of'the
tropopause, however, the circulation was very intense with the maximum cycZonic vorticity at the

distance about 300-1000 km. from the centerl In this level, the vertical mixing must be
almost prevented by the steep gradient of entropy inside the stratosphere.

. Topography of the tropopause is also shown in the last map in Fig. 15 in which the altitude
'of the tropopause 'funnel is contoured for every 1 km.
At first, the author considered that the time section made by the ship represented the section

of the cold trough along an arbitrary line, however, after the analysis it became quite clear
that the section had been made through the center of the cold cyclone originated in the southern

.
portion of the trough. And the circulation around
the cyclone was perfectly separated from the
general circulation around the pole. But of course, in its earlier stagei the cold air in the

cyclone must have been supplied from the source of cold air over the Arctic Region.

,On the other hand, Torphoon Della which had, by this time, already changed into a cold
cyclone must have given her circulation and cold air to the eastern cyclone when she amalgamated
together with it.

After that the cyclone moved towards NNW and passed over PetropavlovSk causing a marked
'
sink of tropopause and cooling of the whole troposphere.
The ascents and the variation of
topography are shown in Fig. 16. It will be seen that the

minimum altitude of tropopause observed on the 28th was
=za';s7.

about 7 km.

? za1?.4(?J-
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The author discussed some disturbances ohserved in the

PkmY•O-

soe mb .4 ftm

'

s.s Sea
Anttc clon

vicinity of the 0khotsk Stia Antinuyclone, but there were many

other disturbances in the Arctic Region: namely, an extraordinary pressure variation, a warm type cyclope, iet stream

" i'/ 4:1-].,,. -

of cold air, and etc., but these are omitted in this paper.
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